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I am not

On this pitiful pursuit to mediocrity
I thought I was Socrates
But I know one thing
There’s something
deep inside me
Unique
Sometimes you have to be silent
To speak
The violent, the meek
The blinded, the weak
Thenceforth justice Defined it
Deceit
The beast, streets, discrete
The leech reach delete
I thought I was over you
But I am not
Reckoned to the best of you
Blessed thoughts throughout the ages
Reached winds to the rest with you
Once forth through to the sages
I, to the heights to the depths,
Ambivalent expression to the stages
Breath throughout the ages,
I am not
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Chop it down
Thy body is to the temple of thy soul
Even though you are,
You are not
To do is to be.
The doer is a beer.
The hypocrites are lukewarm
They do good and evil
Professing to be only one
A living contradiction
I am not

by Marwan Fateen
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Perverted Justice
Colored by Law

I

by Marwan Fateen

am trying to figure out what America is. It is
shrouded in mystery. No one knows exactly
what America is. All we know is that it was
founded by people seeking freedom from
their former masters and oppressors with the idea
that all men are created equal. It’s very enigmatic
in its structure and operating system, especially
the legal and justice system, which makes up two
thirds of the government, ruled by the (ambiguous)
People. When I look at my community on the south
side of Chicago, you wouldn’t think we’re living in
the richest and most powerful nation in the world.
I see abandoned buildings, oppression, poverty,
crime, despair, drug addiction, lack of opportunities, police officers abusing their power, chasing
adolescent children, preparing them for a life of
crime. I’m left but wondering, how can America
be everything to certain sectors of the society and
nothing to others? There must be an intentional
premeditated scheme at play. Are they intentionally
depriving my people of equal access to resources,
and basic opportunities to advance as a whole?
By simple observation, I determined that the local,
state and federal governments must all be involved.
I think they are consciously aware of the disenfranchisement, injustices and biases which plagues this
nation. There is something very disturbing and odd
about America where slavery, poverty and oppression are everyday business. Where the legal and
justice system believe they are somehow justified in
6
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their oppression and destruction of their own citizens. It’s up to
me to get to the bottom of all of this. I must take initiative and
shed light on this phenomenon we know as the United States of
America.
I knew the answers to my curiosity would not come from studying the American judicial and legislative system alone. I knew it
would come from studying law and justice in general and how they
were applied in past nations and kingdoms,, and how they apply
to America . My intent is to introduce the reader to alternative
concepts and thoughts and give them a view of ancient laws and
customs and how they relate to our societies today.
The idea for the title of this article, Perverted Justice, was actually inspired from several scriptures I’ve read throughout the Holy
Bible which constantly reminded me of the American judicial system: “A wicked man taketh a gift out of the bosom to pervert the
ways of judgment.” Proverbs:17:23 “Ye shall do no unrighteousness in judgment: thou shalt not respect the person of the poor,
nor honor the person of the mighty: but in righteousness shalt
thou judge thy neighbor.” Leviticus:19:15. “Thou shalt not wrest
judgment; thou shalt not respect persons, neither take a gift: for a
gift doth blind the eyes of the wise, and pervert the words of the
righteous.” Deuteronomy:16:19 “Do not pervert justice or show
partiality. Do not accept a bribe, for a bribe blinds the eyes of the
wise and twists the words of the innocent.”
There are four major categories which make up the hierarchical
structure we know as law: Eternal, Natural, Divine, and Man’s.
The eternal law states that man has rights solely by existing in
the universe and having the ability to exercise them. Natural Law
deals with the law of physics and science. If you can build a ship
and weapons and use them to conquer, it’s yours, also intellectual
property. adverse possesion and such. It’s more an applied form
of Eternal Law. Divine law is inspired by God, an omnipotent
being through written or recited scriptures and laws by priests and
www.ignigma.com
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prophets to guide humanity in
ways of Justice, humility, ritual,
government, relationships, war,
politics, religion, etc. Man’s law
is his interpretation and application of the former laws to
make policies in order to govern the conduct of people in a
particular location in the world.
All systems of justice, civilized
societies and uncivilized, are
subjected to one or more of
these four categories of law.
The most civilized tend to base
their systems of justice higher
on the latter while the most
uncivilized base their systems
on the lowest. Man’s law is at
the bottom of the latter and is
the way of the barbarians, while
eternal law is at the highest
which recognizes the rights of
all living creatures that exists in
the physical universe. Man’s law
tends to regulate the privilege
and activity of its members and
nonmembers and distribute
justice that deprive people of
their eternal, natural and divine
rights, using several methods
including laws and codes based
on his interpretations. Those
interpretations are the coloring
and tampering, the doctoring,
the deception which has to be
8
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embraced and excepted by the
majority (which are the minorities). These are merely declarations but we see them as law.
The common law is a derivative
of ancient Babylonian, Persian, Egyptian, Greek, Roman,
Moorish, French, British, and
other nations’ laws and is the
superior law of the United
States. It derives its power and
authority not by man’s law
solely, but by divine, natural
and eternal rights guaranteed
to man and reinforced by man,
which is primarily based on
man’s interpretation of man’s
law.
There are various examples
throughout history where governments and kingdoms have
used law in its various forms
to either benefit or prohibit
and oppress their people. Most
monarchies are subjected to
Divine law and uses Natural
and Eternal law principles
to enforce and exercise their
power. They use the axiom the
divine right to rule. The rulers
are only subjected to the law
of God as well as the people
and are allowed to rule as long
as they abide by the principles

given by God. They are mere
instruments or lieutenants
used to carry out the will of
God and tend to have endless
reigns throughout the world.
Many emperors are subjected
to divine law while others are
subjected to man’s law, which
tends to pervert and oppress
the weak and ignorant while divine law tends to empower and
educate the weak and ignorant.

principle and guidance. This
is where the deception begins.
This was only a business plan
used to deceive other nations
into supporting America in
their struggles against the
British for freedom. This was
never intended to be the actual
practice of America’s justice
system. Case in point, The Bill
of Rights is based on man’s
interpretations of rights and
acts as a king granting it’s subThe American constitution
jects certain permissions and
was founded and validated on
limitations. The Bill of Rights
principles of Eternal, Natural
does not apply to the rulers, the
and Divine law, yet was to be
kings, the actual People; only
amended and interpreted using it’s subjects. The Bill of Rights
man’s interpretations (perverof any religious principality isn’t
sions). “We hold these truths
created and distributed by a
to be self-evident that all men
ruler, it’s given by the particular
were created equal with certain religious book and enforced by
inalienable rights,” is a basic
the ruler or king, i.e the Holy
principle of eternal law which
Bible and Holy Quran. The Bill
states that simple living in the
of Rights and other Amenduniverse grants you rights to the ments in the US Constitution
universe.
are scriptures and regulations
written by men with intentions
The declaration of indepenof being gods and kings and
dence is a principle of natural
to deprive justice for some and
law and one nation under God
grant and protect justice for
is a principle of Divine law,
others.
claiming that God is the ruler
and there are acting as adminThe God of America is the
istrators to distribute justice
same god of ancient Babylon,
in the Name of some divine
Anu, the ruler of the Anwww.ignigma.com
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nunaki. On the Great Seal
found on the back of the US
one dollar bill, it read “Annuit
Coeptis,” which supposidedly
means God, or He favored our
struggle. But the general word
for the pronoun God in Latin
Dei. As in DG or by the grace
of God, Dei Gracias. Annuit
is a proper noun naming Anu,
the king of the Annunaki, who
gave Hammurabi the scriptures
and knowledge to write the
Hammurabi Code of ancient
Mesopotamia in 1754 BC. The
Code was a document based
on Divine law which governed
the activities of free people
and slaves in all aspects of
life. It even contained provisions in which slaves could buy
their own freedom, similar to
the establishment of the slave
codes and laws in the American Antebellum South. Also
the dog had more rights then
slaves in ancient Babylon. If
you killed a dog you were put to
death but if you killed a slave,
you only were to pay the owner
a fee. Similar to America where
football Quarterback Michael
Vick was prosecuted and sent
to prison for fighting and killing
dogs while George Zimmermen
was vindencated and cleared of
10
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all wrong doing for stalking and
murdering an unarmed Black
teenaged boy, Trayvon Martin.
The slave codes are still in effect in the US.
The welfare for all people stated in the Constitution is often
used as a guise to conceal the
true policies of the US by passing laws such as Affirmative
Action (nearly 200 years later)
to give a minute portion of the
resources and opportunities to
the minorities, while the vast
majority of the power, resources, and capital are indeed
allocated to the ruling class, the
majority, The People.
The founding fathers of the US
used the principles of eternal,
natural and divine law to justify
and legitimize the movement
for independence and selfdetermination, which justified
and legitimized the British
monarch over it’s subjects. Yet
the laws and constitution of the
US government which governs
the constituent members or US
citizens are based primarily on
man’s law and interpretation
and derives from a contract
between the individual and the
US government. The only free

people in the US are it’s founders and rulers not those subject
to its power and authority based
on a signed contract. The only
truly independent and free person in the US according to the
US code title 2, is a born alive
infant (before being signed over
to the US government), based
on eternal and natural law. I
know you’re wondering how all
of this is being concealed from
the masses? It’s because the
masses don’t know the code.
We all have a specific place in
the codex of the American
government. It’s automated and
self-sustainable. In order to be
in the know and take control
of your life as a US citizen, you
must become familiar with the
US Code.
Those who know the code have
exclusive access
I will draw a parallel between
the US codex and various
ancient as well as contempary
codes and systems to show
how it has evolved and developed from past systems of
oppression, which applied in
the correct manner would go
undetected, as well as systems
of justices which attempted to

be fair and just to its citizens.
It seems the more just and
aligned with natural and common law, the longer the society
thrived and the more aligned
the society was with man’s
perversions, the sooner it fell.
As an example, the Vandals
based their system of government on man’s perversion and
was quickly overcome by the
Moors of North Africa within
200 years, liberating Spain,
Emancipating the Serfs from
slavery, fully Enfranchising all
who coverted to Islam. The
Moors were subjected to divine
law which comes from the
Holy Quran and their system
of Government lasted nearly
1000 years in Spain. The Holy
Roman Empire was based on
Divine law in Northern Europe
and lasted nearly 1000 years.
Adollf Hitler’s Nazi Party was
based on man’s law and lasted
less then thirty years. Communist Russia, based on man’s law
lasted less than 100 years. The
US Government broke into
civil war after only 70 years.
Even in Machiavelli’s book, The
Prince, he stated that no one
knows exactly why religious
principalities last as long as they
www.ignigma.com
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do but refused to contemplate
as to why because he said no
one can understand why God
does what He does.
I’ve come to the conclusion
that The US is a pseudo nobility, covertly and overtly at the
same time. A paradox. The
irony and audacity to rule as
lords and kings without being
regarded as lords and kings by
the subjects of whom they rule.
The deception comes from
telling the subjects and teaching them that the People are the
rulers of the US government.
But, what they don’t know is,
they are not the People.
Who are the People?
The American system of
government is based on an
amalgamation of many ancient
governments. The most recognizable and nearly identical system are the Vandals who sacked
Rome in the 5th century and
adopted certain aspects of the
Romans that suited their needs.
It was based on an upper class,
middle class and lower class in
which the main burden of taxes
fell on the middle class, while
the lower class were basically
12
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slaves who worked the farms.
The US uses armed military
forces to enforce their opinions
and perversions on the very
society in which they claim
their power derives, for their
own good of course. In reality, according to the philosophy
of the US code, a person can
also be a corporation. The
only people that exist legally
are the governments elected
officials and they are made up
of constituent parts and components called US citizens. The
only people who can vote for
the president of the United
States are our delegates, which
makes up the US Senate and
House of Representatives. We
only indirectly vote for the
president. We’re only pieces of
a person and each state has a
different number of people yet
2 senators each. They are the
only legal people according to
perverted justice (man’s law)
and we’re only their properties or property. So the military
force used to enforce the laws
and policies of the People only
represent the representatives of
the constituent properties of
the real people of the United
States of America.

As properties, you’re under
the control and jurisdiction of
your particular representatives,
on a local, state and federal
level. You have no freedom as
properties of the people. This
is why your person and your
property can be seized by the
people at any given time for
any reason. But, if you attempt
to seize the property of the
People (the representatives),
which can include taking control of your own life, then you
are imprisoned or even neutralized, for the common good of
the People.

ownership of property shared
by the Elite and the people.
There was no real common
interest and the people were
given heavy burdens not shared
by the Ellite. The laws were
enforced differently between
the elite and the people. The
degeneration of Justice, which
is the result of time and tradition could be culprit for
this phonomenon of gradual
decadence, standard deviation.
This came hundreds of years
after the Patricians and Plebeians agreed upon the Twelve
Tables of the Roman Republic,
which insured equal justice for
all (except the slaves).

“Where there is no justice,
there is no people,” St. Augustine of Hippo (North Africa)
declared in his book, The City of
God Against The Pagans. Dealing with the topic of how the
Vandals destroyed and sacked
the Roman Commonwealth, he
explained that there was never a
Roman Commonwealth because there was never a people.
A commonwealth is the wealth
of the people. He claimed
because the Roman Elite were
unfair and unjust towards the
masses of the Roman Empire,
there was never a common

What Augustine didn’t realize is
that the people aren’t the same
as the subjects. The Elite were
the people and are the people
in modern United States. The
only people that exist in the US
are the signers of the Declaration of Independence and US
constitution and their posterity,
the next generation of leaders
and rulers. All US citizens must
sign a contract in exchange for
rights and privileges guaranteed
them by the People, but they
aren’t the people.

www.ignigma.com
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This struggle dates back to
the 5th century BC where the
people of the Roman republic, known as the Plebeians,
protested and boycotted the
elites known as the Patricians
due to unjust laws, policies
and unfair practices and lack
of distribution of political and
economic power. Eventually
a compromise was met and a
system of universal justice for
all was established known as the
Twelve Tables. It was a simple
system of laws which could
be engraved on bronze tablets
and hung throughout the entire
Roman Empire for all to see.
It was very similar to the Ten
Commandments in its simplicity and applied to both patrician
and Plebians. An interesting
note is that any foreigner was
subjected to slavery in ancient
Rome, to either a Patrician or
Plebian and a system of allowing the Plebeians to ascend in
politics and other areas was
established primarily to keep
the vast majority of Plebeians
satisfied. The Plebians enjoyed
the power of shutting down
the government through their
organized strikes. A situation
of what we today would call
tokenism was employed by
14
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the Patricians where Plebeians
were elevated into high society
with extravogant ceremoneies
and were even called Noble
Plebians, due to their great
accomplishments in the arts,
the military, in politics, law, or
whatever. Eventually the Plebians all aspired to become Noble
Plebeians, or Novus Homo
(new men), dejecting their original cultures and customs, and
rose to great heights imitating
the Patricians.
This is similar to what has taken
place in America where the comom people of Britain through
knowledge and determination
and imitation have become the
British and even a worse oppressor than the British. The
origin of the minority are the
Plebeians and the Majority are
the Patricians, then you had the
slaves. Now the middle class are
the Plebeians, the lower class
are the slaves while the upper
echelon are the Patricians in
modern America. Identical to
the governmental structure of
the Vandals. It’s a mix of chaos
and confusion in which no one
can comprehend, which is the
source of its power.

Less than 200 years after Constantine embraced Christianity,
in Constatinople in 325 AD,
Rome was sacked by the Goths,
the Vandals of Northern
Europe. Many Romans were
brought to Africa on ships and
sold into slavery. The Goths
had a upper, middle and lower
class system similar to America,
Rome, and Babylon. The Elites
where the rulers, the middle
class were the Bergers and the
lower class were the serfs, the
farmers, the slaves. The middle
class were the Plebians.
The Justinian Codex came
about during the reign of
emporer Justinian, 529 – 565,
of the Byzantine (Eastern)
Roman empire. It was a way to
codify and conceal the knowledge of law from the common
people. It was made up of
four sections: Codex Constitutionum was 12 books of the
ordinances and edicts of all
the known Roman Emperors
of past (executive), Digesta
was 50 books of the decisions
of jurists or judges (judicial),
Instituiones was a book on past
legal institutions (legislative),
and Noveliae were novels or
ordianances passed by Justin-

ian himself. These all made up
the law and was nearly impossible for everyone or anyone to
know all of it unless it was their
particular business to know all
of it. The law evolved form a
simple twelve tables into nearly
100 books of man’s perversions
and opinions in which you had
to be a scholar in order to read
it, or of the elite to have access
to it. It was made in to seclude
and exclude. The legal system
was so complex it was very difficult to understand and coded
in such a way that only the elite
knew and understand the laws
and could contort them to their
own benefit while the plebeians
were left in the dark. A shear
diviation from the simplicity of
the Twelve Tables in which anyone and everyone had access to
and could understand the law.
This lead the peasants of Europe into the Dark Ages whilst
the Elite secured the knowledge
for themselves as to prevent
their subjects from ever rising.
The Twelve Tables established
equal justice between the
Plebeians and Patricians. The
Plebeians used their power to
strike and freeze the government to force the roman elite
www.ignigma.com
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into compromise. The Magna
Carter of the 13th century
England has similar origins. But
what separate them is the latter
was a struggle within the ruling
class against the king and not
truly about equal justice for all,
while the former was a struggle
between the ruling class and
the common people. The US is
a combination of both principles while at the same time
fostering the ideology of the
Magna Carter where the ruling
class were primarily interested
in slicing out their share of the
wealth and resources and the
creation of laws to guanatee
these policies for future generations as opposed to being
concerned for the welfare of
all people. The usage of Latin
shows the connection between
the Magna Carter and The
Twelve tables, the Justinian codex and America’s coded secret
language.
The French civil code established by Napoleoe gave
magistrate judges the power to
interpret and enforce laws on
a case by case basis and not by
common standards. This gave
birth to perverted practices
in French as well as America
16
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judicial systems where judges
used discretion during sentences. Therefore two people
with a similar charge who are
found guilty might receive different penalties based on how
the judge felt at that particular time. This made it easy to
control justice by bribing judges
because the judges had the final
say in the matter, not the common law.
Even in ancient Rome and
Babylon, judges who made such
bias and incompetent decisions
were stripped of their judicial
power or put to death. Egyptian laws are all based on higher
deities and principles and
written by Thoth an immortal,
which couldn’t be changed by
men, etched in stone, incorruptible. The Hammurabi Code
was revealed by a diety named
Anu, ruler of the annunaki and
formed the basis of Babylonian
justice, politics and life. Judges
made their decisions based on
the priciples of the code and
was stripped of their judicial
authority or put to death if they
made perverted judgements.
The Persians had Zoroaster
who wrote the law that was
revealed by Ahura Mazda. The

Kings of Persian had presidents
all throughout Asia Minor who
instituted justice based on Divine law.
The codex is used to deprive
justice for particular people
while protecting the rights of
others. It predetermines the
fate of everyone in a particular
society based on race, class and
prestige, as to ensure the proper
functioning of society. But, the
proper functioning is subjected
to particular people, groups and
their interests.
The New Deal was also a codex. Its distribution of wealth
was based on race and class and
it preceded the US code by over
ten years. The new deal wasn’t
meant to be perpetual. America
has been breastfeeding corporations for over 80 years. According to the New Deal and the
US code, a corporation, in case
it fails, can bankrupt and the
government must take on its
debt, yet the citizens are stuck
with student loan debt forever.
The US Code has 54 titles that
contains hundreds of thousands of pages with all executive orders and federal laws,

statutes, ordinances, joint resolutions dealing with all things
relevant to America and it’s
status quo, including, but not
limited to the new deal which
details ways of establishing corporations, bankruptcy, securing natural resources, building
wealth, not paying taxes, etc. It
is very similar to the Justinian
Codex of the Byzantine Roman
Empire of the 6th Century that
excluded the Plebians from the
Patricians. It is available for
download on the US house of
Representatives website http://
uscode.house.gov/.
The US code was written and
designed for colored persons to
fail and non-colored persons to
succeed. As was the US Constitution written for that very
purpose. Its laws will always
be modified to adapt to the
non-colored person’s current
situation. If colored people
are doing better than expected,
laws are made to sanction and
regulate their activity. They are
even attacked by the military,
law enforcement, mobs and
militias to intimidate or destroy
their progress.. i.e. Tulsa Oklahoma in 1921 was destroyed by
the US government in collabowww.ignigma.com
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ration with racist white mobs.
America has a problem with
justice. They protect their criminals, and defend them. They
use coded language to conceal
simple truths from common
people and to pervert, deprive,
and deny justice.
Justice doesn’t seem blind in
America. Which isn’t justice at
all. There is something definitely wrong when people are
constantly murdered by peace
officers like the Nazi Gestapo
or secret police SS and nothing happens to the murderers.
Or, when non-Blacks in the
US murder blacks and they too
aren’t faced with justice for
murder. The same laws that
apply to one group in a society
should also apply to another.
Even in the Holy Bible, the
same laws that applied to the
Children of Israel also applied
to those who lived and traveled
with them. America is acting in
a perverted way towards justice.
It bases it’s judgments on mundane attributes (color of skin,
race, gender, religion, nationality, etc.) not abstract principles
or morality.
18
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One of the functions of a
civilized society is to punish
criminal activity as to discourage criminal behavior. Since it’s
inception, America has failed to
do this in an even manner; Rewarding criminality, genocide,
murder, oppression, slavery,
and larceny of the ruling class
while punishing it’s subjects for
far lesser crimes. The benefit if
the codex is that you can create
certain laws exclusive to certain
members of the same society
in order for the program to run
smoothly and more efficiently.
It derives it’s power from the
minds and cooperation of its
subject groups. Your required
education is also based on your
class level in the codex. The
Black Codes were instituted
in the US in 1812, during the
War of 1812, to regulate the
black populations both native,
free and slave. All Blacks in the
US were subject to the Black
Codes which were completely
based on the interpretation of
the particular individual…the
colored man
The colored man has been
doctored, adjusted by law,
politics, history and culture. He
has been disguised by intricate

lies and fabrications in which
he brings into reality by his
continual willingness to embrace them. Denying himself
of his true identify and heritage
unknowingly. The willingness to
accept injustice in exchange for
some secondary subordinate
position in society makes you
just as guilty. A contract must
be agreed upon by all parties in
order to be valid. Minorities are
colored persons with no legal
protection against the law
The Roman society was made
up of subjects, slaves and rulers. Any foreigner was subjected to slavery according to
the Twelve Tables. According
to the US constitution 13th
Amendment, anyone convicted
of a crime is subjected to slavery. And if a person is in America illegally, they are also subjected to slavery, very similar to
the Twelve Tables of Ancient
Rome. The Vandals society
was made up of Upper Class,
middle class and lower Class.
Lower classes were considered
Serfs and the middle class Bergers (cheese burgers). The US
society is upper, middle, lower
and below poverty (whatever
that means). The Romans were

Patricians, Plebeians. and slaves.
They all fell due to perverted
justice.
The Patricians are the ruling
class, the elite, the politicians,
the law makers, judges, leaders, etc. The plebeians are rest
of society, and usually were
the victims of conquest and
colonization who converted
to the Roman Ideology. They
are like unto the Majority
and Minorities in the modern
United States. The Barbarians were subjected to slavery
because they were forigners.
the Romans believed that all of
humanity was made up of either Romans or Barbarians and
the Barbarians were those who
pervert justice, the naughty, the
savage, who wouldn’t subject
themselves to laws and principles and civilization. Ironically
the Romans were conquered
by the Barbarians in the 5th
century AD and was liberated
by the Moors in the 8th Century AD.
Majority rules
Historically, Idealistically,
Spiritually, hypothetically, philosophically, theologically, hopewww.ignigma.com
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fully, justice is blind, it knows
no color which comes from
the Ancient Egyptian system
of Justice known as Maat. It is
represented by a Goddess who
is blindfolded, holding a scale
with 42 feathers representing
the 42 declarations of innocence which was the law. Color
is something done by man. Deception, influences, tempered
with, false, impure. Color in law
means a false representation
of something. In Black’s Law
Dictionary Volume 4, it states
that there is no legal signification of the term colored person
that the courts has to know. In
other words a color is invisible
in court and perverted judges
interpreted that as a colored
person has no rights in court.
A white person legally means
a person that isn’t colored and
has the rights of a real person, not a false person. The
US code, title 2, says a person
can be a born alive infant, a
corporation, a country, or any
abstract entity.
There’s only three types of
people in America: the Patricians, the Plebeians and the
slaves (the upper, middle and
lower classes). According to
20
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the US code, the new deal and
the constitution, most of the
resources are allocated to the
upper class, while less is for the
middle class, and nearly nothing
is for the slaves. The slaves are
doomed to a life of perpetual
servitude and serfdom with the
hope of having a bite to eat,
clothes to wear and a bed to
lay their heads. With the massive increase in poverty, hunger
and homelessness, those bare
minimum necessities aren’t
guaranteed to the slaves for
their minimum wages. The trillions of dollars of US debt are
for the elite and it’s all coded in
plain sight and this system of
negate and oppression has been
around for thousands of years.
In in the Book of Revelation, chapter 17 and 18, in the
Holy Bible, they talk about
this peculiar nation called
MYSTERY, BABYLON THE
GREAT, THE MOTHER OF
HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH,
being represented as a seven
headed dragon, with ten horns,
with a whore riding it’s back.
The woman was drunken with
the blood of the saints and with
the blood of the martyrs of Je-

sus. The seven heads represent
seven kings, 5 have fallen, 1 is
and one is not. The ten horns
are ten kings which doesn’t
have a kindom yet and will only
enjoy power for one hour with
the Dragon. They shall hate the
whore and will make her desolate and naked and shall eat her
meat and burn her with fire. the
Dragon along with the whore,
also fornicated and traded with
all the nations of the world.
And is the habitation of devils,
and hold every foul spirit and
cage every unclean and hateful
bird; a refuge for all the dirty
birds.

son. The founding fathers and
their posterity, the Patricians,
the elite, the diverse people in
power (the real People), conspiring and collaborating in
secret..

And the great whore is the
actual people, the constituency,
the US citizens, the human beings, both Plebians and slaves.
That’s why they say separate
from her my people lest you
partake in her destruction.
The beast isn’t called a her, the
whore is. The actual human
beings must separate from this
wicked nation in order to not
be destroyed with it. The wickIt sounds like it is describing
ed nation is the whore and the
America and its many perverphilosophies, the laws, politics,
sions and crimes. America is
customs, traditions, of ancient
like unto the dragon with seven fallen civilizaitons are the seven
heads and ten horns rode by
headed dragon; it is the vehicle
a great whore whose fornicaused by the horns to navigate,
tion with all the nations of the
subjugate, negotiate, intimiEarth brought about it’s demise. date, and corrupt the entire
The seven heads are an amalworld. The dragon is made up
gamation of different political, of diverse nations, contortions
legal and judicial systems of an- of the laws and principles to
cient nations including Egypt,
fit their own agenda combined
Babylon, Rome, Persia, Greece, as one mutant monster with
Great Britain, and France,
seven heads. The woman are
which makes up America. The
the people. Every society based
ten horns represent ten kings or solely on man’s law has fallen to
a group of people ruling in uni- a divine order of Justice.
www.ignigma.com
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I’m an ant
I’m dist-ant
an inhabit-ant
of c-ant
I’m an ant
part of a larger whole
a body
that we all control
take away the tee
and you’ll find me
free
I’m not
I can’t
because I’m an ant
apostrophe
catastrophe
stop asking me
nagging me
I pleases thee
can’t you see
it’s a burden on me
I’m to be free
please set me free
the only one for that
is me
the ant
that can’t
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We are the ant
whose antics are not unique
antique
consistent
persistent
a domin’ant contest-ant
the opposite of irrelev-ant
resentment
I need a complement
not a compliment
you are repugn-ant
the embodiment of disgusting
your antagonistic tactics are
obvious
oblivious
sycophantic
frantic
robotic clones
get in line
leave me alone
I’m an ant in this habitat
an inhabit-ant
the ant

by Marwan Fateen
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Hierarchy of Needs
by Marwan Fateen
(originally written June 9, 2009 for Social Psychology)

A

ccording to Maslow, human behavior is negatively influenced when people’s basic needs for food,
clothing and shelter are hindered or impaired,
thus causing them to resort to drastic means in order to
fulfill them. I chose this hypothesis to try to find the
cause of most of the crime and violence currently happening in the Black community. I think it’s partially based
on the lack of economic opportunities, which motivate
people to seek alternate methods for obtaining money
necessary to provide for their basic needs. Many of these
methods include committing crimes such as selling drugs,
shop lifting, armed robberies. I’ve chose three articles to
give credence to my hypothesis. These articles highlight
events throughout history where people’s ability to provide for their basic needs were hindered and were driven
to criminality, even cannibalism to fulfill them.
The first article is based on Maslow’s hierarchy
of needs theory, which states that psychological health is
based upon the satisfaction of needs on a five stage pyramid. If one stage is hindered, satisfaction of the needs
above it isn’t important to the individual. The second
article explores cannibalism in Stalin’s Soviet Union in the
1930’s and Mao’s Communist China in the Early 1960’s
and the motivations behind them. Finally, the third study
deals with the correlation between a person’s current
environment and its effect on how well they perform in
school.
The first study was based on Maslow’s hierarchy
of needs theory which states that “psychological health
is based on satisfaction of five basic needs and desires:
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physiological, safety, belongingness, esteem, and self-actualization.” (Hvezda, page 1) A questionnaire was developed to test
this theory on 166 undergraduate students. The study was performed by David Lester, Judith Hvezda, Shannon Sulluvan, and
Roger Plourde at Richard Stacton State College. (Hvezda, page 1)
The questionnaire contained ten items questioning the
satisfaction of each need as it related to psychological health. The
test was divided into two parts. Sixty-six participants completed
a personality test with “measured Neuroticism and extraversion.
Eighty-Eight completed a focus of control scale, which measured
belief in control by others, which totaled 154.” (Hvezda, page 2)
Information gathered from 151 of them proved Maslow’s theory
valid. According to the test results, the higher the satisfaction of
the need, the more psychologically healthy the person was, This
helps support my hypothesis because it proves that there is some
relation to satisfaction of basic human needs and behavior as
related to the mind.
The second study was an article analyzing cannibalism in
Stalin’s Soviet Union and Mao’s China and the Motivation behind
it. It examines the cases of famine in both countries and the
relation between the ruthless governmental policies. The Article
was compiled based on research by Steven Bela Vardy and Agnes
Huszar Vardy of Duquesne University.
They began discussing the conditions of the Soviet
Gulags (prisons) and the conditions, which lead people to suffer
starvation. The Camps served two main purposes, to eliminate
enemies of Stalin’s Regime and the take full advantage of the
virtually free labor in order to bring about the industrialization of
the Soviet Union. Human life wasn’t valued and rations was given
out depending on how much work a person did, which caused
people who did less work to be fed less, which eventually caused
them to get less and less food, leading them to starve to death.
(Vardy, page 2) This caused many inmates to feed off the dead
corpses in order to stay alive.
Outside the death Camps, Stalin’s artificially induced
famine caused the death of over 6 million, mainly in Ukraine and
www.ignigma.com
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neighboring provinces. This
was due to Stalin selling grain
necessary for providing food
to Russian citizens to other
western European countries.
(Vardy, page 3) Stalin sold the
grain in order to raise money
to help industrialize the Soviet
Union. This famine caused
people to eat grass and dirt,
later they ate animals such as
cats and dogs. After all they
animals were gone, the people
started to view each other, and
their neighbors as potential
food sources. Many ate their
own children and the children
of others. Some mothers
instructed their children to eat
their bodies after they died in
order to live. (Vardy, page 3)
The ability of the Ukrainians
to provide for their own food
caused them to seek these
drastic measures
In Mao’s China, in the
famine of the early 1960’s,
women laborers were only
given 1,200 calories a day for
eleven hours of work. After
several months, many who
couldn’t find alternate means
of getting food died from
starvation. Those who wanted
to live but couldn’t find extra
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food resorted to cannibalism.
(Vardy, page 11)
The Authors Concluded that
cannibalism in both Stalin’s
Soviet Union and some instances in Mao’s China was the
result of rampant hunger due
to circumstances and hindrance of the basic need for
food. (Vardy, page 13) After
Stalin’s death, his policies were
changed and conditions in the
Gulags were better. Instances
of Cannibalism stopped
shortly after. (Vardy, page 11)
This article helps to support my initial hypothesis
that people are driven to any
means necessary to provide
for their basic needs if they
are hindered or impaired from
providing them on their own.
People became both criminals
and Cannibals under those
circumstances. The desire for
food was more important than
anything under such a famine.
The last article examined the
relation between poverty in
inner-city neighborhoods and
school failure of those children who live in those communities. (Ainsworth, page
1) I those this article because

it can serve to shed light on
some of the causes of the
problems currently facing the
Black community is it relates
to crime and violence as it relates to my chosen hypothesis.
James W. Ainsworth of Georgia State University conducted
this study based on research
gathered from the national
education longitudinal study
of 1988 and US census data
for 1990. (Ainsworth, page 6)
“In 1988 the National Center for Educational Statistics
Drew Random Samples of
approximately 25 eighth graders in each of about 1,000
randomly selected middle
schools.” (Ainsworth, page
6 students were traced for
several years with followups. This data provided a
combination different family backgrounds of schools,
neighborhoods, economics,
etc which provided for pretty
accurate representation of the
difference in neighborhood
context. This allowed the
researched to compare test
scored to the type of neighborhood influence.
He measured Time spent on
homework and educational

achievement such as math
and reading test scores. He
measured Neighborhood
based on the number of
“high status residents” are
in the community and their
impact on influencing students behavior in school. He
also measured neighborhood
advantage including economic
deprivation of the neighborhoods as related to students
at least 16 years of age and
their ability to obtain work.
He compared and contrasted
different neighborhoods with
different racial and economic
backgrounds compiled in this
archival data. (Ainsworth,
page 7)
The results of this
study ere those students with
more economic opportunities
in their neighborhood and
examples of successful adults
did better in school than
those students who did not.
This study helped support my
hypothesis by showing how
students with less economic
opportunities behaved in
ways differently than students
with more opportunities. We
can assume students who
didn’t have the same opportu-
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nities to provide for their food,
clothing and shelter legitimately
sought alternate opportunity to
provide for such.
In conclusion, studies of past events such as the
Famine in China and Russia in
the mid 19th century as well as
archival studies of data gathered
from students for several years
help to validate my hypothesis,
based on Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs theory, that human behavior is negatively influenced
when their ability to fulfill their
basic human need for food,
clothing and shelter is hindered
or impaired.
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by Marwan Fateen

Look at Me
When you look at me
I’m more than the flesh you see
you see a person
but that’s not me
I’m what your eyes can’t see
I’m the spirit that occupies me
I’m more than me
I want you to get to know who I really am
outside of what your eyes may see
this body is something I use
to navigate this existence
we existed before the body
we chose to inhabit
we fall short when we start
associating who we are
to the body we dwell
we’re all made from darkness
In darkness we dwell
We navigate the
we navigate the
every night
we navigate the
you’re going to
we need someone
every night
we navigate the

ether
ether
ether
be the teacher
to reach her
ether

God gives the sun and light
to all those who’s wrong or right
equal opportunity
the spirit wants unity
all that really matters
are you and me
www.ignigma.com
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Standard Deviation
Cultural and Genetic Degeneration

by Creig Noble
Culturally Dejected, Psychological breakdown,
isolation. The mind constantly consumes information. Starvation. The structural integrity
must be reinvigorated. Degredation, the mind
will deteriorate
White supremacy is impossible genetically. It
only has merit socially, politacally, mentally.
It is a fantasy embraced as reality, thus manifesting as a true lie. But, in teality, it’s
genetic, cultural and mental self-annihilation.
In order to prevent this, you must innovate
constantly. White America’s racist policies of
the 19th century caused themselves to defeated
genetically due to legal isolation policies enacted by the US government. The mulatto population with diverse genetics flourished during
this time
Avoiding degeneration
complimentary, supplementary
standard deviation
Preventing degeneration
culturally, spiritually, genetically
Everything is in a constant state of degeneration and decay. Every element has a half life.
In order to prevent total annihilation due to
gradual degredation, you must have a system of
rejuvenation in order to revitalize the degeneration and transform it into a regeneration.
The degredation proceeding can either be a regeneration or degeneration based on the system
in play.
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We are being formed mentally and spiritually
Cultural deficiency
The dominant force produces change
There is another propagation and determination
after we’re formed
Isolation and or deprivation causes mental,
physical and spiritual decay
Analogous suppmimentary angles
causes you to fall inward
Degeneration is caused by the lack of cultural
and genetic diversity
Even the mind will decay in isolation. It’s
easier to brainwash someone who is isolated
Cultural and genetic degeneration
The lack of variation is synonymous with cloning
Contrast conflict contradiction contrary
causes elevation
Plantation politics
The best of both worlds
Cultural degeneration
Cultural and genetic integration
Standard deviation
Medicine is designed to kill blacks and heal
whites
The art of good
A society that studies good is far superior to
any other society and will ensure its logevity. Any society should consider the significance of being good and attempt to apply this
principle in every aspect of life if it has
any hope for future survival
www.ignigma.com
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Freedom was more important than money.
Now that we’re free we want the money.
People sold people into slavery for the money. Sold hope for the money.
Sold dope for the money
They wage war for the money.
They lie and deceive for the money,
They rob steal and kill
for the money,
Thieves for the money
Weaves for the money
but I can do without
We live to make a difference
The Highest Form of inelligence is
righteousness
The righteous are the riches
Everyone else is poverty
Wisdom are the righteous
The gold in the ground not the gold in the
soul
which is mined through righteousness
Poverty, The wicked
What are the coward
Who are the power
The flower
The bully, the coward
power the oppressor
Wisdom are the righteous
The righteous are the riches
Everything else is poverty
The wicked
You are the coward if you do these things
Your city is a coward if it does these things
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Whose afraid of the mirror
Afraid of justice, avoids the truth
who victimize the victim
defeats the defenseless,
defends the relentless
ill misfortune, capitalize the rich
Deprive the needy
Empower the greedy
Murder the innocent
Murder the weak
Imprison the prophets
Capitalize off misfortune
Sin to pretend
The flatterers, the liars, the thief
The cowards mischief
America is a coward
What are the coward
Teach lies to the ignorant
Poison the sick
Disease the needy
Reward the greedy
What are the coward
Deception deceit
Redemption retreat
What are, the coward
Pervert justice
Oppress the orphan
Rob the widow
Abuse the weak
Rob the poor
What are the coward
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The city has money to tear down houses but
not for schools
The city has money to rebuild the river walk
But not for schools
Bruce Rauner is trying to starve the people
into submission like Ferdinand did to Grenada
Righteousness is gold
The righteous are the riches
Outside the begun
Where there is no justice there is no people
but I refuse
I am not my memories
Or my thoughts
I am not
As long as they were righteous
The living are better than the dead
The clean are better than the dirty, righteousness is better than wickedness.
We much wash ourselves daily
I found out the truth
We are hideous creatures
Monsters
Siamese twins
I’m a doer, I’m a beer
Doing without
America is a criminal
Can the criminal really be reformed?
Only if he wants to be
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It’s animal to judge by the surface
Base
Afraid of the truth
But love conquers fear
The Love of the truth is here
You don’t have what you did.
You only have what you are
You have beers and doers
Either you are or you’re not
I never get what I want
But if I want nothing
And get nothing
Then I really do get what I want
The secret oppressor the predator
Know who your enemies are
How the Children of Israel got the promise
land
MLK led us back into captivity
The ideal world
Do without
Indentured servitude
Color classifications in Nazi Germany and the
US
If you were really American they wouldn’t
close your schools
Oppression is worse than death
Everything contain two parts
Education
Post integration
We have a right to this planet
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Old news.
A reminder of what you forgot
We’re the only people on Earth who creates
music promoting our own destruction and degradation
The genocide is real
The US government is guilty of slander
God favors the bold, brave and righteous
They’re robbing the children of their future.
Robbing the orphans of their property and
birthright
The criminals are cowards for not facing poverty and the lack of distribution of resources to their people. Instead, they participate
in the oppression of their people through,
selfishness, murder and drug dealing, promoting lack of education and ignorance. They
never stood up to their real oppressors. They
only fought to be partakers and partners with
their oppressors of their oppression.
Without crime we would be face to face with
the truth of the slavery and oppression of
America. The coward chooses crime instead.
Without crime we would be face to face with
the truth of the slavery and oppression of
America. The coward chooses crime instead
We are prepared to become criminals and to
accept the consequences
You have to be mentally ill to keep doing the
same crimes and going to the same prison over
and over
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They still have millions of us in slavery doing millions of years concurrently. We need
to boycott crime and poverty
We’re doing millions of years behind bars
The loser mentality actually believe that
the’re winning
Crime is a distraction from the truth of the
true reality in America
Instead of asking the creator, the supreme
God of the universe to whom all things depend
and belong, we’re begging the white man for
justice
How are women minorities when they outnumber
men in raw numbers?
Ebony and jet never invested in a printing
press
We’re an unknown lost people. Devoid of an
identity and homeland. At least other people
can identify with an original nationality
Manifesto we need our own nation (salvation)
Whites have been waging a private secret war
against blacks
Cointelpro
Black lives only matter after the white man
kills one.
We’re doing millions of years concurrently
behind bars
We need our own independent nation. We will
never receive equal justice in an oppressive
state whose livihood is dependent upon our
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perpetual oppression and destruction. We have
every right to seek freedom, autonomy from
our oppressors. We have every right to fight
our oppressors. We have every right to prosecute our oppressors and bring them to justice.
There is no statute of limitations on crimes
against humanity including but not limited to
murder. Genocide. Slavery.
The five hundred pond gorilla in the room,
slavery. It’s a discussion you can’t sweep
under the rug and it’s the very reason for
white people’s privilege and advantage in this
world. It’s what they are fighting to keep,
The benefits from slavey. The US supreme court,
started by George Washington was involved.
Everything the US government stands for was
involved in heinous crimes against humanity
including but not limited to legal slavery,
genocide, apartheid, oppression. They also destroyed a people’s history which is worse than
killing them. You destroyed our heritage and
stole our birthright. You kill and displace
the Native Indeginous population and now you
parade yourselves as them.
How a smile can change your day
Changing history is a form of warfare according to Machiaveli in the book, The Prince,
where he explains the only way to conquer a
nation as ancient as France is to kill all
members of it’s royal family and erase the
memory of its former rulers and write yourself
as if you always have ruled. The same is true
for Blacks all across the world, especially
america and Europe
We are still begging for acceptance
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We need opposition. No one was ever brought to
justice for the atrocities and genocide commited in Tulsa Oklahoma in 1921
Blacks had their most success twenty years after slavery. Their least amount of sucesssful
came twenty years after integration

The White man can legally sell Marijuana in
the US while the Black man is incarcerated
Booker T said White criminals start off robbing blacks
The idea of obtaining more
The rich privileged snobs like Donald Trump.
The corporate welfare pseudo nobility
Is the conveyor of the message more important
than the message?
What color is knowledge?
America is killing unarmed civilians
Blacks often find ourselves starting over from
scratch instead of building on a legacy passed
down from generations. It’s one of our biggest
problems
Philosophical exploration.
Guard against despair
The dirty stinking lie and the naked Truth
All we have is what we give
There are only two types of people in this
world
the righteous and unrighteous
Only the righteous and wise should rule,
Righteousness is the highest form of intelliwww.ignigma.com
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gence
America is a pseudo nobility
I refuse to participate
The Klan lynched blacks who were righteous
because they received God’s blessings
Can a nation be born again?
I think when humanity finally wakes up and realize the truth and pursue their dreams and destinies and manifest
their gifts and talents, then we will have heaven on earth

Everyone is robbing the black man
We exist to do work
We’re doing millions of years behind bars
To the disenfranchised
That passive mentality doesn’t work when there’s
no opportunity to work
While people are hundreds of thousands of dollars in student loans the taxes goes to finance
wars, corporations,
banks and prisons

The perpetual pursuit of cash
Justice for sale
When there’s no trust there’s no future
World peace
We need world peace
Deflate the hate
Love conquers fear
The professional poor
We need to not participate
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The key to life
you either help or hurt
or help by hurting
The results of kings dream
We’re begging to be the white man’s dog
The white woman was freed by blacks and are the
biggest beneficiaries of affirmative action

Babies have been drinking fluoride free water
for billions of years, why does baby water contain massive amounts of fluoride? What impact does
this have on their future development? Let’s do
a brief statistical analysis of the population
before and after the introduction of fluoride into
the general water supply and the concentrated
amounts contained in baby water
They’re dumping tons of toxic waste into our water supply
To the disenfranchised
A relationship can’t last if it began with kidnapping, rape and slavery
That could have been Jesus.
We council angels and don’t even know it
The black population has been dwendelled due to
murder and homosexuality and prison
Sterilization and abortion
All the different angles of annihilation
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Money Was a Stranger
I used to stand outside all day
just to get a glimpse
every since I was three-years-old
we’ve been hustling and struggling
stealing out the store
helping with groceries, pumping gas,
collecing cans
but money never came to me
that’s why I’m mad
couldn’t afford gym shoes,
couldn’t buy a shirt
wanted to study martial arts
the feeling hurts
until I earned it
no one ever gave to me
is it really worth it?
to do crime, to do dirt,
just to get a taste
in the end
is it really worth anything
with a case?
money will leave you six-feet-deep
cold and dry
As a child
I wanted to study astronomy
but due to the economy
money was a stranger to me
I didn’t know her
I looked around for her
but couldn’t find her
had to work hard just to see her
for a short while
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grew up broke
she left me alone
because I didn’t sell dope
when I did wrong
she came too quick in droves
but didn’t stick around too long
I didn’t grow up expecting her
I didn’t depend on her
now that I’m a man,
I still don’t value her
appreciate or expect anything from her
she’s a gold-digging floozy,
no loyalty
associating with anybody
she caused many men to die,
to kill and go to prison
money has been no friend to me
every time I got her
they always took her away from me
I don’t know how to treat her
the only time she stay around
is when I use my mind and take my time
with faith in abound
Solomon told me
wisdom is more precious than fine gold
understanding than choice silver
money isn’t the thing for me
do I really need her?

by Marwan Fateen
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The Love of Money
You need a Bently to achieve her
This ain’t Leave It To Beaver
But the weave and wife beater are cheaper
She’s living large off the iphone,
the beeper
They turn their bodies into commodities
Oddities on an odessy
Your majesty
Your mind is in tragedy
A travesty
Everybody has a price
Anyone can take a life
They’re like savages
Conducting themselves
Like low-minded beasts
why?
For the pie in the sky
The pie between the thighs
for the dressed-up lie
Not the best up high
Common creed and philosophy
Captured me into this abyss
Everything is good
Satan’s philosophy
A misconception
Devious deception
When you associate success
with foolery
Ignorance with jewelry
I associate money with hard work
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Money should be utilized
To alleviate the pain
of the psychologically brutalized
They’re detrimental to society
ruthless men
Toothless in the pen
Thugs
Known for pushing drugs
Shooting slugs
Where I’m from
We don’t trust people with smiles
The greasy
Only for a while
He slipped up
Fell off, the monkey
A junkie
Somebody’s flunky

Oh, a diva
Controlled by the devil
Enrolled for forever
Until you get it together
Your cold shoulder
Is worse than the weather
I don’t think we can make it
You’re mentally buck-naked
It’s too tough for you
You can’t take it
Your spirit must awaken
Don’t get it mistaken
For getting drunk and high
you’re too drunk off lies
Kiss your future goodbye
If that’s what you need
To get by

It’s a shame
What they’ll do for some money
Baby daddy dead
Or in prison
Instead of mourning
or showing concern
She’s with the next man
Waiting for his turn
Thomas Jefferson is still the master
The leader
The redeemer
You’re a dreamer

by Marwan Fateen
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PARADOXI: Where is Euler?
by Creig Noble
I was at a resale shop looking for
DVDs. I’ve discoved the best place
to find great DVDs at the best prices
are thrif stores. That’s where I came
across a NOVA Documentary called
The Elegant Universe. (you can watch
The Elegant Universe for free at www.pbs.
org/wgbh/nova/physics/elegant-universe.
html) I’ve always enjoyed NOVA

programs since a child so I couldn’t
let this opportunity pass me by. It
was a four part set for only $3. When
I got home, the first thing I did after
my usual routine was playing the
documentary.

original portrait of Euler
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It was very intriguing. They talked
about the nature of the universe and
all of the modern theories dealing with physics and science. They
mentioned Galileo, Sir Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein and all of their
theories dealing with Gravity and
Steller bodies and how they operate. Einstein wasn’t an accomplished
scientist most people are led to
believe. His is more of a philosopher
and theorist. His occupation was at
a patent office until he embarked on
his theory of relativity. Which claims
that gravity exist independently of

all bodies in the universe and ther
is a wave around every steller body
which attracts lesser bodies into its
gravitational field. The problem with
the theory of relativity was that scientist couldn’t apply its fundamental
theories on earth with practical applications so it was abandoned and
Einstein died a forgotten failure.
The New theory was Electromagnetism which dealt with earthly bodies, or what they call the miniscule,
comparied to the steller. It couldn’t
be observed, applied and utilized.
Electromagnetism was found to
be billions of times more powerful
than gravity and is the foundation
of modern technology and engineering. Scientist on this documentary
was steady trying to prove Einsteins
theories and wanted to find a way to
unify it with Electromagnetism. A
unified theory which applied to both
the Steller universe and the atomic
universe. The theory, which a scientist in the documentary claimed
he stumbled across one day while
reading a book titled The History
of Mathematics, was string theory,
which was based on an equation
written by an 18th century Swiss
mathematician named Leonhard Euler called The Gamma Function.

oil painting of the portrait of Euler

This is the only time Euler is men-
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tioned and no picture of him was shown. I watched
the next three hours of the documentary waiting for
more info about his or at least a picture but nothing. That caused me to suspect something deceptive.
The basis of the documentary was Euler’s Equation
written 300 years ago. His equation combined the
big with the small and superceded them both. There
were numerous pictures of Einstein, Galileo, Newton
throughout the documentary and all of their theories
were proven false. They are failures. Yet Euler’s
Equation has proven valid and is the basis of modern
science and mathematics, yet he’s only mentioned
once for less than two minutes while his equation is
praised throughout the rest of the documentary.
I did a little research about Euler and discovered
what I suspected. He was a Moor. There are many
different renderings of Euler, most depicting him
as a white male Caucasian. But some depict him as
a Black man. Interesting is how NOVA decided to
not use any image. They could have used the white
washed image but they chose to leave it to the audience to seek and discover. According to me research,
Euler is one of two of the greatest and most important mathematicians of all time. The other being
Euclid, an Egyptian.
The following excerpt was kaken from wikipedia.org:
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonhard_Euler
“Leonhard Euler (15 April 1707 –18 September 1783) was a
Swiss mathematician, physicist, astronomer, logician and engineer who made important and influential discoveries in many
branches o fmathematics like infinitesimal calculus and graph
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theory while also making pioneering contributions to several branches
such as topology and analytic number theory. He also introduced much
of themodern mathematica lterminology and notation, particularly for
mathematical analysis, such as thenotion of a mathematical function.
[3] He is also known for his work in mechanics, fluid dynamics, optics,
astronomy,and music theory.[4] Euler was one of the most eminent
mathematicians of the 18th century, and is held to be one of the greatest in history. He is also widely considered to be the most prolific mathematician of all time. His collected works fill 60 to 80 quarto volumes,
He introducedthe concept of a function and was the first to write f(x) to
denote the function f applied to the argument x.
He also introduced the modern notation for the trigonometric functions, the letter e for the base of the natural logarithm(now also known
as Euler’s number), the Greek letter Σfor summations and the letter i
to denote the imaginary unit.[31] The use of the Greek letterπto denote
the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter
He introduced the use of the exponential function and logarithms in
analytic proofs.
He discovered ways to express various logari hmic functions using
power series, and he successfully defined logarithms for negative and
complex numbers, thus greatly expanding the scope of mathematical
applications of logar it hms.[ 3 1] He also defined the exponential
function for complex numbers, and discovere d it’s relation to the trigonometric functions.
Euler elaborated the theory of higher transcendental functions by
introducing the gamma function and introduced a new method for solving quartic equations. He also found a way to calculate integrals with
complex limits, foreshadowing the development of modern complex
analysis. He also invented the calculus of variations including it s bestknown result , the Euler–Lagrange equation.
Euler also pioneered the use of analytic methods to solve number theory problems. In doing so, he united two disparate branches of mathematics and introduced a new field of study, analytic number theory.
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In breaking ground for this new field, Euler created the theory
of hyper geometric serie s, q- series, hyperbolic trigonometric
functions and the analytic theory of continued fractions. For e
xample , he proved the infinitude of primes using the divergence
of the harmonic series, and he used analytic methods to gain
some understanding of the way prime numbers are distributed.
Euler ‘s workin this area led to the development of the prime
number theorem.”
source: http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonhard_Euler

If Euler wrote an equation called the gamma effect in
the 1700s which, which became the basis for quantum mechanics and string theory today, which unifies
the large with the small, the theory of relativity with
electro magnetism, in which an unknown scientist
over 300 years later just happened to stumble across
on a book the history of mathematics, It tells me a
number if things. 1. The Moors had electricity and
lights far before America existed in order for Euler
to write equations based on electro magnetism and
also creating caculous in which the study and application of electromagnetism is even possible. 2. The
scientific community world-wide is involved in the
conspiracy to hide the Black man’s true identity. Euler is credited with being the first person to use pie in
an equation, and also creation the veriblies i, e, and
others. But what NOVE failed to mention is algebra
was created by the Moors of Spain centuries before
Euler was born and to credit him with single handedly discovering and inventing the various forms of
math and science currently used in modern science
and engineering is ridiculous.
And to not even show picture of him could be seen
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as either senester and noble on the part of the producers of
NOVA. I say this because there are plenty of white washed
and iconoclastic images of Euler the producers could have
allowed to be used, which would have depicted him as a
Caucasian and this article wouldn’t exist. But as an investigative researcher and journalist I know the lack of evidence
where there should be is evidence is evidence itself and a
focal point of investigation which lead to these discoveries.
Every major scientist in NOVA’s The Elogant Universe,
living and dead, was represented by a photograph or illustration or painting except Euler, whom is supposedly
the most important of them all and the second most important mathematician of all time, next to Euclid who was an
Egyptian.
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Mine Eyes
As I sit back
And glance at eternity
I decipher and determine my destiny
This right here
Isn’t how things are supposed to be
The spirit gets close to me
I feel it
Let me give you a glimpse
Of what my eyes have seen
They call them windows to the soul
Our godly twin
Take a peek into my soul
From outside in
I have bad news
Life is what you make it
No short cuts
Hard work and appreciation
I stand on this mountain
I see doom and destruction
Our son is dying
Angels are crying
Preachers are lying
Rivers overflowing
The blind leading the blinded
But I see the pit
The hole
We’re being led to the slaughter
To the cliff
Because of our ignorance, and wickedness
I’ve seen death coming for me
The Grim Reaper chasing me
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Backstabbing, treachery
I saw the hands of God saving me
I see falsehood
Lies and deceit
Fornication, adultery
Men seducing the next man’s wife
Selling their souls for such a cheap price
The rat race
The paper chase
For bread crumbs, for sugar gum
Greed and corruption
I see misery coming from your face
Happiness is no kin or friend to you
The fall from grace
I looked up
In the mist of reality
I find myself falling
I see danger
Gloom
Once you were the groom
Now you’re getting swept up
With the broom
Banks are robbing the society
Taking our money
Giving it to the wealthy, the greedy
In the bull pen
I saw a man crying
18 years old
They gave him 60 years
He shouldn’t have done what he did
The murder
He chose the wrong career
Should’ve just walked away
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Could’ve became a doctor or lawyer someday
Too bad he threw his life away
Walking right here
You’re no better than anyone else
You walk the same steps
You take the same breaths
Your economics and prestige is irrelevant
Walking right here
I see snooty snobs
Lesbians and gays are everywhere
And Glutness blobs
When will man rise
The angel cries
When will man rise
The angel cries
I’ve fallen and I can’t get up
Can you help me
Hell is right next to me
I feel like a curse
Even worse
I feel like I’m cursed
I see a generation lost
Men and women
I see faces
Suffering
The graveyard walking
Society’s all messed up
They got us robbing and killing
Selling drugs, prostitution
To quench our thirst
Its open season
Nowhere is safe
Nowhere to hide
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They got the whole world
Selling their souls
Chasing this paper
Committing capers
Just for some paper
Pimping our daughters and sisters
As I look up
I see stars falling
Angels calling
God is warning us
From falling into the pit
Blindly
Recognize the signs and seasons
This is the reason
Our loved ones are leaving
We need something to believe in
Money, drugs, cars
Wont save them
When God takes them
He alone creates them
Money lies and fame made them
Pedophile rapist
Stealing innocence from children
The planet is dying
The government is lying
Ignorance is bliss
So we’re not trying

by Marwan Fateen
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